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Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC06107 Phone: 1800 208 9898 Problems Plus in IIT Mathematics book written for IIT-JEE preparation for the introductory A. It serves as an excellent guide to freshen up vital concepts and contains the practical
questions needed for IIT-JEE applicants. Summary of the book This book, Challenges Plus in Mathematics IIT, was compiled mainly to hone the skills of students and help them in their preparation for IIT-JEE. A lot of exercise was provided in the book for the necessary revision and practice of IIT-JEE
applicants. The book brings with it some basic features that separate it from the rest of its kind. The beginning of each chapter comes with the essence of facts, formulas and methods of work. Icons are given to mark tricks and tips. Each chapter includes resolved questions that include both short and long
objective questionnaires. In addition to this, several questions of answer were also included. Practical tests were given at the end to benefit students along with solutions. In addition, there is ultimately a separate chapter that includes various issues. This provision should prove very useful for students
because they will not know the chapter from which the question is given in advance. The contents of the book are widely divided into different topics. The first theme is algebra, which consists of subtems such as determinants and Kramer rule, progression, equations, inequations and expressions, Infinite
Series, Principle of Mathematical Induction (PMI), and Matrix. The following topics are trigonometry data. It comes with subcategories such as identities, reverse circular functions, logaritis, solving equations, heights and distances, triangle properties, trigonometer inequality and irrefutable function, as well
as circular functions. The next subtitle covered is geometry coordination. It consists of subtems such as Circles, Parabola, Ellipse and Hyperbole, and The Transformation of Axes. Then there's a theme called Calculus. It includes subtitle differentiation, function, uncertain forms, limit, difference and
schedule function, continuity, Maxima Minima, dy/dx application, monotonous function and Lagrange theorem, a certain integration and differential equation of the first order. The next theme is Vectors. It contains vectors, two vectors, vectors and vector additions, as well as a product of three or more
vectors. The next topic is the likelihood of subtopics, such as the general conventional probability, the elementary probability and the Bayes theorem. Then comes the coordination of the geometry of the three dimensions containing the subtitles of the aircraft, the points and direction of the cosines and the
direction of the relationship. The book is completed with practical tests, including various exercises. In short, the book is fully written and covers its themes well. This is a useful reading for students and math lovers. About A. Das Gupta In addition to this book, A. Das Gupta is known for authoring or co-
authoring many other books, some of which include books such as the principles of physical geography. Start your review of the problems plus in Iit math not good for beginners. You can only use it after you read another book This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it, click
here. Amazing This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it, click here. A good book for developing problem-solving skills is the best problem book for JEE Mathematics. This review was hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it, click here. How to open page 2 Home / Books,
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